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Charge 1:  Theory Advances

“List two advances that could improve the theory predictions for new signals 
and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Do we have the tools needed to compare with data in order to calibrate 
our simulations?

Can we improve things by incorporating higher orders, resummation, 
etc to produce more sophisticated tools?

Can we guess where effort of this kind will pay off?

Quarks versus gluon jets? 

It was suggested jet + γ/Z/W/etc could help dig out different mixes of 
subprocesses.

Part of the challenge:  It’s easy to tell if everything is working correctly, 
but hard to isolate a problem if we have one...



Theory Advances, Continued...

“List two advances that could improve the theory predictions for new signals 
and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Can we better understand and calibrate our theoretical tools and 
understand which variables are better simulated or more robust?

Systematic study of spectrum of variables and various MC generators.

Gilad Perez showed some results yesterday that represent at least a 
first step toward doing this.

Can we understand which variables and MCs work best together and 
why from first principles? 

Can we make progress on theoretical uncertainties?!

Do we understand the transition regions where showering needs to be 
supplemented with exact matrix elements?



Theory Advances, Continued...

“List two advances that could improve the theory predictions for new signals and 
explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Short term plan Forward:

Compare various jet “grooming” strategies on a set of interesting processes:

Z + Higgs (120 GeV), Z pairs, Z + jet

Jet pairs, top pairs

Common set of generator choices (or even better, event samples).

Try to understand what each strategy does at each step, comparing as 
possible between different strategies.

Resulting binned (somewhat widely) in pT

 Study jet mass reconstruction and other interesting variables.



Charge 2: Exptl  Advances

“List two advances that could improve the sensitivity of current experimental 
searches and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

Can we get early and clean samples to use to calibrate our simulations?

Can we understand QCD jets?

Dijets,  jet + Z/W/γ etc : vet our descriptions as a function of pT, 
rapidity, etc.

Can we calibrate using tops without fitting away the new physics?

Top pair at high pair pT (but low invariant mass) recoiling against a 
hard jet? (small rate...)

Can we use Tevatron (or LEP/SLC) data to get started?

Highly boosted dijets at Tevatron: do we describe them?



Exptl  Advances, Continued...

“List two advances that could improve the sensitivity of current experimental 
searches and explain what steps need to be taken to achieve those advances.”

The ATLAS study Gustaaf showed us uses a sequential Z’ as a source of t 
tbar pairs.  

This object has a coupling to left-handed tops which is -2 times the 
coupling to right-handed tops.

Does this bias the resulting distributions at all?

Rivets: a record of what previous experiments have done in a uniform 
description anyone can read could be a useful resource.

Path forward: It would be nice to find interested students (or...someone 
else?) who can look at high pT Tevatron jet data to understand what 
QCD-initiated jets look like, and whether existing tools describe them.



Charge 3: New Models

“Find two new theoretical models (or variations of existing models) that 
would give new experimental signatures not previously discussed.”

A model was found in which the Higgs decays into a pair of pseudo-
Nambu-Goldstone bosons which in turn each decay into a pair of gluons.

Probably hopeless when Higgs is produced with no boost - 4 jet 
background.

Different topology when the Higgs is boosted: H --> φφ-->gggg.

Can we develop a more general toolkit for dealing with jet substructure 
that is less tuned to look for W/Z/Higgs-like topologies (two body decays) 
or top-like topologies (two two body decays)?

Z’ --> h Z ... Can we use these techniques on the boosted h and Z decays 
to measure the amount of Z’-Z mixing (the Higgs charge under the Z’)?



Charge 4: New Exptl Techniques

“Find two new triggers, experimental techniques, or experimental observables 
that would probe signatures which current analyses are insensitive to.”

Does a “jet mass” trigger make sense (perhaps for an upgrade) and would 
we gain anything by including one?

Systematically study jet algorithms and identify optimal choices for a given 
purpose.

Can we build a statistical notion of whether a (sub)jet was initiated by a 
color octet, color triplet, or color singlet object?


